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Mathematical Setup

● Assume some process Y = f(X, e) where e is some random noise
● f is the “function of nature”, and we approximate it with g 
● g is often chosen to be a “black box” (for performance) which is hard to 

interpret
○ “Data modeling culture” assume parametric form, often interpretable
○ “Algorithmic modeling culture” train complex models (e.g. random forest, neural nets) to 

maximize performance, often black box



2. Science: extracting information about the law of nature “f”

a. Counterfactual (causes of effects): “My headache has gone. Is it 
because I took aspirin?”

b. Interventional (effects of causes): “I have a headache. Will it help if I 
take aspirin?” 

Two Different Goals in Analysis

1.  Prediction: predict Y given X

a. Associational: “How many people take aspirin when they have a 
headache?” 



Notions of feature importance

1. Impact on a model’s prediction
○ Coefficient of (normalized) variable in linear regression
○ Analysis of variance

2. Impact on predictive accuracy
○ Random permutation of feature (general)
○ Contribution to decreasing impurity (tree-specific)

3. Causality
○ If we were to “intervene” on feature Xi, how much would Y change

Here we focus on causality, which is concerned with science — not just prediction

“What is the importance of component p of X?”



Contribution
Successful causal interpretation requires:

1. A good predictive model g of the law of nature f
2. Satisfying the back-door condition regarding causal structure
3. Visualizations like PDP and ICE



Partial Dependence Plot (PDP)
● Assume we have a model Y = g(x)
● We want to know the dependence of g(x) on a subset xS of features
● Let xC denote the complement set of features
● The PDP is the expectation of g taken over the marginal of xC

We “marginalize over” xC

In practice, take the average for a fixed xS





A Curious Coincidence
● Assume g(x) is the expectation of the response Y
● Assume the conditioning set C is the complement set of S
● Then the formula for PDP is identical to the “back-door” adjustment in causal 

inference



A Causal Interpretation of Black Box Models?
● This coincidence suggests that PDP is perhaps an unintended attempt to 

causally interpret black-box models
● If true, this would be a big deal as PDP plots are easy to compute and widely 

implemented (e.g. in scikit-learn)
● Now we will see under what circumstances a causal interpretation can be 

made with PDP



Review: Graphical Models
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Structural Equation Model (NPSEM)
● Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph
● Here V = {X1, X2, X3, …, Xp, Y}
● Assume each variable generated by system of nonlinear equations f and 

random noise 𝜖

● Where pa(Y) is the parent set of Y
● These are structural models and convey causality



Structural (Law of Nature)

Equation Regression Causation

Grade = 𝛼 + 𝛽 (Hours studied) + 𝜖 Yes Yes

Hours studied = 𝛼’ + 𝛽’ (Grade) + 𝜖’ Yes No



The Back-Door Adjustment Formula

What criteria does XC need to satisfy?



The Back-Door Criterion
1. No node in XC is a descendant of XS 
2. XC d-separates (blocks) every “back-door” path between XS and Y

Here, a “back-door” path is any undirected path that has an arrow into XS



Thus, PDP estimates causal effects of XS 
on Y...

Only if the complement set C satisfies the 
back-door criterion...

Otherwise, not causally interpretable!



Boston Housing Data
● XS = nitrix oxides concentration (NOX, air pollution level)
● Y = median value of homes
● XC = crime rate, average number of rooms, etc. (all other predictors)

 Then:

● Assume NOX is not a cause of other predictors XC 
● Assume the other predictors XC block all back-door paths

Then:

● PDP estimates causal effect!



Actually causal? Further 
investigation required... 



● What if we don’t know the causal model, and it is hard to determine the 
appropriate XC?

● Assume we know some variables in C are causal descendants of XS
● Measure how impact of XS on Y is mediated through some XM
● NPSEM:

Mediation Analysis



Mediation Analysis
● For some fixed xS and xS’ 

● Total effect is the total causal impact of XS on Y

● Controlled direct effect is the causal impact of XS on Y given XS = xS



Mediation Analysis
● If C satisfy back-door criterion, PDP visualizes total effect 

○ Here C are more generally any set of variables that satisfy back-door criterion, not necessarily 
the complement of S

● ICE essentially plots CDE(xM) for many xM
● If the causal effect is additive, then CDE does not depend on mediation 

variables XM



Individual Conditional Expectation (ICE)
● Plots each individual curve (for each XC) instead of averaging over them
● If curves are in agreement, evidence for additive causal relationship (i.e. 

evidence CDE does not depend on mediation variables)

ICE 
curves

PDP is the 
average of 
the ICE 
curvesAgreement across 

curves suggests 
additive causal effect



Boston housing, continued
● Median price (MEDV) vs distance to city center (DIS)
● Scatter plot shows increasing price further away (likely indirect, e.g. higher 

crime rates closer to city center reduces prices)
● ICE shows that the direct effect of DIS has an opposite trend



Automobile MPG Data
● XS = maximum acceleration 
● Y = miles per gallon (MPG)
● XC = number of cylinders, displacement, weight, etc. (all other predictors)

Then:

● Assume that acceleration is a causal descendant of all other variables



Conflicting interpretations 
of causal relationship



Automobile MPG Data
● XS = place of origin (US, Europe, or Japan) 
● Y = miles per gallon (MPG)
● XC = number of cylinders, displacement, weight, etc. (all other predictors)

Then:

● Assume that origin is a causal ancestor of all other variables





Online News Popularity Data
● XS = number of keywords, title sentiment polarity 
● Y = number of shares on social media
● XC = all other predictors

Then:

● Assume that they are causal descendants of all other variables because they 
are determined close to time of publication







In Conclusion
Successful causal interpretation requires:

1. A good predictive model g of the law of nature f
2. Satisfying the back-door condition regarding causal structure
3. Visualizations like PDP and ICE



Questions?
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Contributions
● Main contribution: Novel method for learning treatment regimes that 

maximize patient outcomes and minimize costs (in gathering information, 
treatment)

● Other contributions:
○ Interpretable treatment regimes 
○ First application to judication bail decisions
○ Performed better than state-of-the-art baselines



Motivation



Related Work: Treatment Regimes
● Treatment Regime: A function that maps patient characteristics to an 

assigned treatment



Related Work: Treatment Regimes
● Treatment Regime: A function that maps patient characteristics to an 

assigned treatment
● Optimal Treatment Regime: A treatment regime that maximizes the 

average patient outcomes had all patients followed that regime. 

● Challenges in estimating the effectiveness of treatment regimes:
○ Correlation ≠ Causation
○ What assumptions are necessary for the effectiveness of treatment regimes?



Related Work: Treatment Regimes
● Regression-based approaches 

○ Model condition distribution of outcome given the past treatment and covariates. 
○ Select the treatment regime that maximizes the expected outcome 

● Policy-search-based methods (classification-based approaches)
○ Estimate marginal mean of outcome for all treatments regimes
○ Select the treatment regime that maximizes the expected value
○ E.g., adjustment by inverse propensity score weighting 

● Limitations: 
○ These approaches don’t incorporate costs of gather subject information and costs of 

treatment!
○ Very few of these approaches produce intelligible regimes



Other Related Work
● Subgroup analyses

○ If / how treatment effects vary across subgroups of individuals

● Interpretable models
○ Many classes of models proposed for better interpretability (e.g., decision lists, decision 

sets)
■ Haven’t been developed for and applied to model treatment effects



Framework: Input data 

1. X_i = (                                 ,          ,                                  ,                                         , ...)

3. Assessment cost d and treatment cost d’

2. Treatment and outcome of subject i, where 



Framework: Treatment regime



Framework: Expected outcome 
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Framework: Expected outcome 
Expected assessment cost and expected treatment cost:



Framework: Optimizing the objective 



Framework: Critiques
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Framework: Critiques



Experimental Evaluation: Datasets
● Bail decisions: 86K Defendants

○ Characteristics
○ Decisions made
○ Outcome

● Asthma: 60K Patients
○ Demographics, symptoms, health history
○ Test results
○ Medications - quick relief or long-term controller drugs
○ Outcome

● Characteristics and treatments had costs



Experimental Evaluation: Baselines
● Outcome Weighted Learning (OWL)

○ Weighted classification problem
○ Uses all characteristics

● Modified Covariate Approach (MCA)
○ Modified covariates to capture interactions between characteristics and treatments
○ Minimizes number of characteristics required
○ Do not explicitly reduce costs

● Interpretable and Parsimonious Treatment Regime Learning (IPTL)
○ Produces interpretable decision lists to maximize outcome
○ Minimizes number of characteristics required
○ Do not explicitly reduce costs



Experimental Evaluation: Setting 
● Cross-validation to choose hyperparameters

○ Maximized average outcome and satisfied cost constraints
○ Is this a good way to choose hyperparameters?

● Ran for 50K iterations



Experimental Evaluation: Metrics 
● Metrics:

○ Average outcome
○ Average assessment costs, based on characteristics chosen
○ Average number of characteristics
○ Average treatment costs, based on treatments chosen
○ List length of decision lists

● Higher outcome is better
● Lower is better for the rest



Experimental Evaluation:  Results
● CITR maximized average outcome



Experimental Evaluation:  Results
● CITR minimized costs

○ IPTL and MCA do not explicitly reduce costs



Experimental Evaluation:  Results
● CITR minimized average number of characteristics

○ IPTL and MCA do aim to minimize this
○ OWL always uses all characteristics



Experimental Evaluation:  Results
● CITR minimized list length

○ Only relevant to IPTL



Experimental Evaluation:  Ablation Study
● Incrementally remove terms from objective function
● CITR - No Treat

○ No treatment cost

● CITR - No Assess
○ No assessment cost

● CITR - Outcome
○ Excluding both costs



Experimental Evaluation: Ablation Study
● Outcome improves when ignoring costs



Experimental Evaluation: Ablation Study
● Costs increase when ignoring costs



Experimental Evaluation: Ablation Study
● Number of characteristics and list length increases



Experimental Evaluation: Ablation Study
● Should we include ablation studies even in simple cases like these?



Experimental Evaluation: Qualitative Analysis
● Expensive methacholine rarely used
● Spirometry test is used - worth the costs
● Factors in asthma history 



Experimental Evaluation: Qualitative Analysis
● Completely avoids expensive mental illness and drug tests
● Uses demographics before personal information



Do the experiments back up the claims?
● Pros:

○ Demonstrates that outcome and costs and optimized for two different datasets
○ Compares to several baselines
○ Includes ablation study

● Cons:
○ Not necessarily best for real use, domain expert input would be good



Thank you
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